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Abstract 

Luminescent radicals are an emerging class of materials that exhibit unique photofunctions 

not found in closed-shell molecules due to their open-shell electronic structure. Particularly 

promising are photofunctions in which radical’s spin and luminescence are correlated; for 

example, when a magnetic field can affect luminescence (i.e., magnetoluminescence, ML). 

These photofunctions could be useful in the new science of spin photonics. However, previous 

observations of ML in radicals have been limited to systems in which radicals are randomly 

doped in host crystals or polymerized through metal complexation. This study shows that a 

covalently linked luminescent radical dimer (diradical) can exhibit the ML as a single-

molecular property. This facilitates detailed elucidation of the requirements for and 

mechanisms of ML in radicals and can aid the rational design of ML-active radicals based on 

synthetic chemistry. 

 

 

Introduction 

Magnetic fields can modulate chemical reactions and materials’ properties in a non-contact 

and non-destructive manner; therefore, they play essential roles in various technologies and 

biological processes.1–3 For example, magnetic field effects (MFEs) on electrical resistivity 

(magnetoresistance) have been applied to magnetic field sensors in computer memories and 

data storage devices.2 Magnetic fields are also used to modulate the photophysical and 

photochemical processes of materials.1,3–5 Of particular interest are MFEs on molecular 

luminescence (i.e., magnetoluminescence, ML), which can be used to improve the spatial 

resolution in optical imaging6–8 and in the optical monitoring of the yield of singlet oxygen in 

photodynamic therapy.9 The ML has also been studied in explorations of the excited-state 

characteristics of luminescent materials showing exciplex emission,10–16 delayed 

fluorescence,17 phosphorescence,18,19 triplet–triplet annihilation,20–24 singlet fission,25–28 

electroluminescence,29–32 and electrochemiluminescence.33,34 In these systems, the ML occurs 
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through the excitation-induced generation of spin-state-correlated species (e.g., radical pairs, 

polaron pairs, and triplet pairs) with several different spin multiplicities. Applying magnetic 

fields changes the kinetics of intersystem crossing (ISC) among these spin states and thus the 

yield of luminescent species generated via spin-dependent pathways. 

We previously reported unique ML behavior in persistent open-shell molecules, (3,5-

dichloro-4-pyridyl)bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)methyl radical (PyBTM) and its derivatives.35–41 

MFEs were observed when the luminescent radicals were moderately (4–20 wt%) doped into 

host molecular crystals so that they were partially aggregated (Fig. 1a). Time-resolved emission 

spectroscopy and quantum mechanical simulations suggested that the MFE is dominated by 

changes in spin sublevel populations of radical aggregates in the ground states (i.e., before 

photoexcitation).40 This contrasts with the MFEs in conventional closed-shell systems 

described above, which occur only in the transient states produced after excitation. We also 

recently observed ML from pure solids of one- and two-dimensional coordination polymers 

containing luminescent radical ligands (Fig. 1b).42 Their distinct MFE mechanisms give 

luminescent radicals great promise for developing novel magneto-optical properties that are 

unachievable by conventional closed-shell luminescent molecules. However, the previous 

studies were unable to identify the genuine chemical species responsible for the ML of the 

radicals because they were randomly doped in host crystals or polymerized through metal 

complexation. Determination of the minimum requirements for the ML of radicals is essential 

for fully understanding the MFE mechanism, designing novel ML-active radical luminophores, 

and miniaturizing the ML-active materials ultimately down to the molecular scale for future 

applications. 

Here we report the synthesis, characterization, and photophysical properties of a molecule 

containing two spatially proximate luminescent radicals (diradical 1) and the corresponding 

monoradical (2) to elucidate the minimum number of radicals required for ML (Fig. 1c). 

Photoluminescence behaviors of 2 dispersed well in a polymer matrix were scarcely affected 

by an applied magnetic field. However, similarly dispersed 1 showed clear changes in its 

emission characteristics in response to a magnetic field at 4.2 K. This is the first observation of 
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ML as a single-molecular property in radical compounds. Steady-state and time-resolved 

luminescence measurements at various temperatures and magnetic fields combined with 

quantum mechanical simulations indicated that the MFE of 1 originates from a shifting 

equilibrium among the singlet (S) and triplet (T) ground states and the spin-dependent emission 

dynamics in the excited states. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of methodologies for achieving ML using luminescent radicals: (a) doping into 
matrices, (b) construction of coordination polymers (previous studies), and (c) synthesizing a spatially confined 
diradical as a single-molecule ML-active compound (this study). The chemical structures of luminescent diradical 
1 and monoradical 2 investigated here are shown in (c).  

 
 

Results and Discussion 

Molecular design, synthesis, and structural characterization. The diradical 1 consists 

of two parts: two luminescent (2-chloro-3-pyridyl)bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)methyl radical 
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moieties linked by a 5,6,8,9-tetrahydro-7-phenyldibenz[c,h]acridine (THDBA) group. The 

THDBA linker was chosen for the following features. First, it has a rigid skeleton suitable to 

confine two luminescent radicals proximal to each other. The spacing provided by the THDBA 

linker is typically 7–8 Å,43,44 comparable with the shortest intermolecular radical–radical 

distances observed in crystals of luminescent polychlorinated triarylmethyl radicals.39 Second, 

the two radical–spacer bonds are fixed nearly parallel, forcing the two radical units to adopt 

similar orientations with respect to the linker. Third, meta-connectivity of the aromatic rings in 

THDBA makes 1 a non-Kekulé diradical, eliminating the contribution of a closed-shell singlet 

electronic configuration with a quinoid Kekulé structure in the ground state. These 

characteristics allow the two radical moieties connected by the THDBA linker to interact 

through space while maintaining their open-shell characters. 

The synthesis of the diradical 1 is described in the Supplementary Section 2. The 

compound was characterized by high-resolution electrospray ionization mass spectrometry and 

elemental analysis. The presence of two S = 1/2 spins was confirmed by quantitative electron 

spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. As a control, a monoradical 2 with one radical moiety 

attached to THDBA was synthesized using the same starting materials, then characterized 

similarly to 1. 

The solid-state structure of 1 was determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (Fig. 2a,b, 

and S2). The C1 and C19 atoms adopted an sp2 hybridized trigonal planar geometry that 

suggested their radical character. The three aromatic rings around each of these atoms adopted 

a propeller-shaped conformation, and those around the C1 and C19 atoms showed opposite 

chirality (one P and the other M). The linker unit was slightly twisted into a helical shape, and 

bonded to the pyridine rings of the two radical moieties with torsion angles of 0.2(6)° and 

21.9(6)°, respectively. As a result, the radical units were fixed in proximity with a C1···C19 

distance of 8.147(5) Å (Fig. 2c). The shortest intramolecular atomic distance between the two 

radical moieties was 3.013 Å for H12···Cl14, slightly longer than the sum of the van der Waals 

radii (Fig. S3). 
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Fig. 2. (a,b) Molecular structure of 1 determined by X-ray crystallography. (a) Ellipsoidal model (50% probability), 
front view; (b) stick model, side view. Solvent molecules (in (a,b)) and hydrogen atoms (in (b)) are omitted for 
clarity. (c) Partial chemical structure of 1 showing distance [Å] between the radical centers and dihedral angles 
[deg] between the linker and the pyridine rings of the radical moieties in the crystal. (d) Spin-density distribution 
of 1 calculated using DFT (uB3LYP/6-31G(d,p), isovalue = 0.003 a.u.). (e) ESR spectrum of 1 (0.1 wt%) in αH-
1 at room temperature. Inset shows the spectrum in the Δms = ±2 region at 4.2 K. (f) Temperature dependence of 
the double integral of the ESR signal intensity for the Δms = ±2 forbidden transition of 1 (1 wt%) in PMMA  (red 
circles). The black line represents the theoretical fit according to the Bleaney–Bowers equation. 

 

ESR spectroscopy. The diradical character of 1 was evaluated by solid-state ESR 

measurements. The ESR spectrum of 1 in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) at room 

temperature shows a fine structure signals assignable to triplet diradical species (Fig. S4). More 

distinct fine structures were observed when 1 was immobilized in crystals of its closed-shell 

precursor, αH-1 (Fig. S1 shows the crystal structure of αH-1); there was a typical spectral 

pattern due to the dipole interaction between the two S = 1/2 spins (Fig. 2e). The zero-field 

splitting parameters estimated from the spectrum are |D| = 3.85 mT and |E| = 0.12 mT. This |D| 

value and the point-dipole approximation gave the spin–spin distance as 9.0 Å, reasonably close 

to the C1···C19 distance (8.15 Å) determined by X-ray structural analysis. Hence, the spin 

density resided mainly on the two radical moieties, as also suggested by DFT calculations 
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(UB3LYP/6-31G(d,p)) (Fig. 2d). Half-field signals of forbidden transitions (Δms = ±2) were 

observed at 4.2 K, both in PMMA and in αH-1, further confirming the triplet character of 

diradical 1 (Fig. S4 and the inset of Fig. 2e). 

Fig. 2f shows the temperature dependence of the signal intensity of the forbidden 

transitions for 1 in PMMA. Fitting the plot with the Bleaney–Bowers equation45 estimated the 

singlet–triplet energy gap (ΔES–T = 2J/kB, where J is an exchange coupling constant) to be –5.4 

K, indicating a weak antiferromagnetic interaction between the radical moieties. However, 

broken-symmetry DFT calculations for 1 suggested a weak ferromagnetic interaction with 2J/kB 

= 1.0 K. This difference in values might arise from the distribution of magnetic interactions in 

1 associated with its diverse conformations in PMMA due to the rotation about single bonds 

between the radical moieties and the linker group. 

Photophysical properties at room temperature. Fig. 3a shows the absorption and 

emission spectra of 1 and 2 in dichloromethane. Both radicals had strong absorption bands at 

375 and 430 nm and weak absorption bands at 575 and ~630 nm. The extinction coefficients 

(ε) of these bands for 1 were about twice as high as those for 2, indicating that these bands are 

attributable to excitations involving the radical moiety. The emission spectra of 1 and 2 are 

almost identical to each other in this condition, suggesting the negligible contribution of 

radical–radical interactions to this emission band. The photoluminescence quantum yields (φem) 

of 1 and 2 in dichloromethane were 0.012 and 0.027, respectively, and the respective lifetimes 

(τ) were 5.5 and 6.9 ns; both properties’ values are typical of luminescent triarylmethyl radicals 

such as PyBTM.35 In addition, solvent polarity had little effect on the emission wavelength, φem, 

and τ of 1 and 2 (Tables S1 and S2). This suggests that the radical-centered locally excited 

character plays a major role in their emissive excited states. 

Diradical 1 in a PMMA matrix displayed different emission characteristics from in the 

solution state: at a concentration of 0.1 wt% in PMMA, its emission band had a similar maximal 

wavelength (651 nm) to that in dichloromethane (653 nm) but higher relative intensities in the 

long-wavelength region (>680 nm) (Fig. 3b). Time-resolved emission decay measurements 

revealed that the emission at 650 nm (hereafter called radical-pair [RP] emission) exhibited a  
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Fig. 3. (a) Absorption (solid lines) and normalized emission (dashed lines, λex = 375 nm) spectra of 1 (red) and 2 
(black) in CH2Cl2 at room temperature. Dotted lines are 10x enlargements of the absorption spectra for λ = 500–
700 nm. (b) Normalized emission spectra (λex = 375 nm) of 1 in CH2Cl2 (black) and PMMA (radical concentration: 
yellow, 10 wt%; light blue, 1 wt%; red, 0.1 wt%). (c) Emission wavelength dependence of the emission decays of 
1  (0.1 wt%) in PMMA at room temperature (λex = 375 nm). The black solid line represents theoretical fitting of 
the decay at λem = 650 nm by the sum of two exponential functions. The red line represents the theoretical fit of 
the decay after 100 ns of photoexcitation at λem = 780 nm using a single-exponential function. 

 

decay behavior analyzed by two components (τ = 8.1 and 25.3 ns), presumably owing to 

emissions from molecules with various conformations immobilized in PMMA (Fig. 3c). More 

importantly, an additional decay component with τ = 1.5 × 102 ns was detected at 780 nm, 

indicating the appearance of a new long-wavelength and long-lasting emission band of 1. Such 

a long-lifetime component was not observed for the monoradical 2 at a concentration of 0.2 

wt% in PMMA (Fig. S8, S9). Therefore, we attributed this emission to radicals’ excimer-like 

(EX) state intramolecularly generated in 1. Comparison of the emission of 1 at different 

concentrations in PMMA revealed that at 0.1 and 1 wt%, 1 showed almost identical emission 
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spectra, whereas 10 wt% 1 in PMMA showed comparatively enhanced EX emission (Fig. 3b). 

This enhancement suggests that the higher radical concentration led to the formation of 

intermolecular EX species in addition to the intramolecular species. Hence, molecules of 1 

dispersed in PMMA are suggested to be well isolated from each other when their concentration 

is 1 wt% or lower.  

Magnetoluminescence. The good dispersibility of 1 in PMMA allows to examine whether 

two spatially proximate luminescent radical moieties can exhibit ML. Photoluminescence 

measurements under a magnetic field were conducted for 0.1 wt% 1 and 0.2 wt% 2 (both in 

PMMA) at cryogenic temperatures. Fig. 4a,b gives the resulting steady-state emission spectra 

for samples at 4.2 K under magnetic fields of 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 14.5 T. The emission of 2 was 

unaffected by the magnetic field, while the diradical 1 exhibited pronounced MFE in its 

emission: the intensity of the emission band at 645 nm increased while that at 700–850 nm, 

seen as a shoulder, decreased with increasing applied field. The single-molecule property of the 

radical’s ML thus appears as the first reported observation of single-molecule ML. At the same 

time, the minimum number of radicals required for ML is determined to be two (i.e., a radical 

dimer). The field-induced spectral changes were gradually suppressed as the temperature 

increased and became almost negligible at 20 K, suggesting that a rising temperature 

counteracted the MFE (Fig. 4c and S10).   

To quantify the field-dependent spectral changes of 1 in PMMA at 4.2 K, the emission 

spectra were deconvoluted using the time-resolved emission spectra. As the RP and EX 

emissions of 1 have substantially different lifetimes, we divided the total photon count at each 

emission wavelength into short-lived (≤ 100 ns) and long-lived (>> 100 ns) components 

corresponding to RP and EX emission, respectively (Supplementary Section 8 describes the 

detailed procedure). Superposition of the extracted RP and EX spectral components reproduced 

well the measured emission spectra (Fig. 4d,e). These fitting results allowed estimation of the 

contributions of each component (defined as the peak area of each emission band; Fig. 4f). The 

analysis revealed that the increasing magnetic field simultaneously enhanced the RP emission 

and suppressed the EX emission. The MFE emerged non-linearly from 1–2 T; it then increased 
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and leveled off as the field rose to around 12 T, at which the RP emission was enhanced by 

22% and the EX emission suppressed by 40%. 

 

 
Fig. 4. MFE on radicals’ luminescence. Emission spectra of (a) 1 (0.1 wt%) in PMMA and (b) 2 (0.2 wt%) in 
PMMA at 4.2 K under various magnetic fields. (c) Temperature dependence of the ratio of emission photon counts 
at 645 and 745 nm (I645 / I745) for 1 (0.1 wt%) in PMMA under magnetic fields of 0 and 14.5 T. Deconvolution 
into the RP and EX emission components of the emission spectra of 1 (0.1 wt%) in PMMA at 4.2 K under magnetic 
fields of (d) 0 and (e) 14.5 T. (f) Magnetic field dependence of the integrated photon counts of the RP and EX 
emission components for 1 (0.1 wt%) in PMMA at 4.2 K. 

 

Further information about the MFE was derived from analyzing the emission decay at 650 

nm (i.e., the RP emission) (Fig. 5a). Each decay curve collected at different magnetic fields was 

fitted with the sum of two exponential functions to visualize its changes. Fig. 5b,c summarizes 

the MFEs on the lifetimes (τ1, τ2) and amplitudes (A1, A2) at 4.2 K. The lifetimes were almost 

unaltered by the magnetic field (the averaged τ1 and τ2 were 16.8 ± 0.4 ns and 7.0 ± 0.2 ns, 

respectively), whereas the amplitudes increased significantly with increasing magnetic field. 

Hence, the enhancement of RP emission under a magnetic field originated from the increased 

amplitudes. The field-insensitivity of the lifetimes indicated that the magnetic field had little 
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effect on dynamic processes in the excited state. Rather, the magnetic field statically modulated 

the proportion of photoexcited species showing RP or EX emissions. 

 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Decay of emission (λem = 650 nm) by 1 (0.1 wt%) in PMMA at 4.2 K under various magnetic fields. 
Magnetic field dependence of (b) lifetimes and (c) amplitudes (λem = 650 nm) at 4.2 K estimated by fitting the 
decay curves with the sum of two exponential functions. 

 

MFE mechanisms. From the above observations, we propose the following emission and 

MFE scheme for 1 (Fig. 6a). Intermolecular interactions between the diradicals were neglected; 

only intramolecular interactions between the two radical moieties were considered. In the 

ground state, the diradicals in the singlet (S) and triplet (T–, T0, and T+) states are in thermal 

equilibrium. Upon photoexcitation at 375 nm, a locally excited RP state is formed conserving 

the ground-state spin statistics. Both the S- and T-RP states can show RP emission with a rate 

constant of kd, but only the S-RP state can generate the S-EX state with a rate constant of kEX, 

which then shows EX emission. This S-RP → S-EX conversion was expected to be observed 

as a quick drop of intensity in the initial stage of RP emission decay. However, neither fast 

decay of the RP emission nor rise of the EX emission was observed under our measurement 
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conditions (Fig. 3c and 5a). These facts suggest that the S-RP → S-EX conversion was much 

faster than the instrument response function (~1 ns wide) as well as the radiative and 

nonradiative decay processes from the S-RP to the ground state. 

Under a magnetic field at cryogenic temperature, the equilibrium among the S and T 

ground states is shifted by Zeeman splitting (Fig. 6a). As the population of the T– ground state 

increases and that of the S state decreases with the increasing applied magnetic field, the initial 

population of the excited T-RP state increases and that of the S-RP state decreases. Thus, the 

yield of the RP emission increases while that of the EX emission decreases. This MFE on the 

thermal spin polarization in the ground states is clearly counteracted by rising temperature, 

which increases the population of higher-energy spin states following the Boltzmann 

distribution. This MFE is unique to molecules with two or more weakly coupled unpaired 

electrons in the ground state, where the spin statistics can be easily controlled by magnetic field 

and temperature. Such MFE is unachievable by luminescent monoradicals and conventional 

closed-shell molecular luminophores, which possess only one spin multiplicity value in the 

ground state.  

The magnetic field can also accelerate ISC between the S- and T0-RP excited states 

through the Δg mechanism, as suggested previously.40 However, this effect seems negligible in 

the present system, as evidenced by the lifetimes of the RP emission scarcely varying with the 

applied magnetic field. Quantum mechanical simulations (Supplementary Section 9) showed 

significant suppression of MFE because of the Δg mechanism when the S–T0 energy gap in the 

RP excited state was much larger than ΔgμBB (= 0.013kB K for a difference of the g factor in 

the two spins, Δg, of 0.0014 and a magnetic field, B, of 14 T). The MFE was also suppressed 

when S-RP→S-EX conversion (kEX) was significantly faster than ΔgμBB/h (= 2.8×108 s−1 for 

Δg = 0.0014 and B = 14 T). The S-T gap much larger than ΔgμBB and the fast S-RP→S-EX 

conversion are possible reasons for the negligible field-dependent ISC of the RP excited state 

in the present case. 

Assuming the excited-state kinetics of 1 is unresponsive to magnetic fields, the field-

induced increase of the RP emission amplitudes (A1 and A2) should correspond to the increase 
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of the total populations of the T species (Tpop) in the ground state. The field-dependent changes 

of A1 and A2 at 4.2 K estimated using constant lifetimes (τ1 = 16.8 ns; τ2 = 7.0 ns) agreed well 

with the sigmoidal changes of Tpop in diradical molecules with J/kB = 2.3 and –0.6 K, 

respectively, supporting the proposed MFE mechanism (Fig. 6b). These J values are similar to 

those estimated from the ESR measurements and DFT calculations. However, the changes in 

EX emission intensity—which should correspond to changes in the population of S species 

(Spop)—were overestimated using these J values. This implies the presence of singlet diradical 

species with a negative J value that is so large that the S state population is nearly field-

independent up to 14.5 T at 4.2 K. By considering a third species with large negative J (i.e., 

J/kB = –20 K), the changes in EX emission intensity were reproduced by the changes of Spop 

(Fig. 6c). These analyses demonstrate that the observed single-molecule ML behavior can be 

quantitatively explained by the mechanism shown in Fig. 6a by taking into account the 

inhomogeneity of J, which is presumably due to the distribution of molecular conformation.  

 

 
Fig. 6. (a) Proposed scheme for the magnetoluminescence of 1. (b) Magnetic field dependence of RP emission 
amplitudes A1 and A2 of 1 (λem = 650 nm) at 4.2 K estimated by fitting the emission decay curves with the sum of 
two exponential functions using constant lifetimes of τ1 = 16.8 ns and τ2 = 7.0 ns. Pink and gray solid lines represent 
the magnetic field dependence of Tpop of diradical molecules with J/kB = –0.6 and 2.3 K at 4.2 K, respectively. (c) 
Magnetic field dependence of the integrated photon count for the EX emission of 1 at 4.2 K. The red line represents 
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the magnetic field dependence of Spop in the presence of diradical molecules with J/kB = –0.6, 2.3, and –20 K in a 
46:29:25 ratio. 

 

 

Conclusion 

We synthesized a spatially confined luminescent radical dimer (1) and used steady-state 

and time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy to explore the fundamental requirements for and 

mechanisms of its ML under various magnetic fields. At room temperature in PMMA, 1 

displayed monomer-like (RP) and intramolecular excimer-like (EX) emissions, the latter being 

absent from the corresponding monoradical 2. The intensity ratio of both emissions of 1 in 

PMMA was modulated by an external magnetic field at temperatures below 20 K. This allowed 

single-molecule ML in organic radicals to be observed for the first time. The minimum number 

of radicals required for ML was determined to be two. We attributed the observed MFE to the 

modulation of the ground-state spin statistics and the spin-dependent excited-state dynamics. 

This work expands our fundamental understanding of ML in radicals and provides design 

principles for the ML of radicals at the single-molecular level. The provided molecular design 

principles will enable the elucidation of (1) more detailed structure–property correlations for 

the ML of radicals through synthetic structural tuning and (2) deeper insights into excited 

electronic states and the excited-state dynamics of luminescent diradicals through measurement 

techniques applicable to solution-like samples (e.g., transient absorption spectroscopy). Both 

are currently under investigation. 
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